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Thai and Mon literature - short historical overview

Mon

Inscriptions from 

6th century in 
central Thailand

10th century in 
northern Thailand

11th century in 
Burma

uninterrupted oral 
(and written) 
literature

Thai

Inscriptions from 

13th century in 
Thailand

uninterrupted 
written and oral 
literature

replaces Mon 
literature in 
Thailand since 
19th century

?



  

Common literary origins

Rāmayaṇa

Mon samoin rèm

Thai raamakian

also Lao, Khmer, Indonesian, and other cultures in Southeast Asia

Indian classics:

Jātaka (Buddhist legends)

Mon càt

Thai chaadòk

also Lao, Khmer, etc.

Local folktales:

e.g. Mon Tokkhae, Thai Sithanonchay: Popular tales of the trickster

also Lao, Khmer, etc. 



  

Common features of classical Mon and Thai literature

Generally written in verses, either going back to Indian or indigenous poetry styles 

More elaborated in Thai than in Mon (interruption of formal literary tradition in Mon?)

Text interspersed with Indian mythological elements (Mahabharata, Ramayana, Jataka)

Importance of scenic descriptions of nature and man made environments, as well as 
explicit descriptions of private scenes



  

Two more examples of shared texts

1. Thai Sangsinchay, Mon Sangada - Folk tale of Mon origin (?)

2. Khun Chang Khun Phaen - classical Thai epic with Mon connections



  

Sangsinchay - Sangada - the boy with the conch and ivory bow

Sangsinchay exists in different Thai versions:

1. Kloon suat (prayer poem) - complete story in rhyming verses

2. Lakhoon duekdamban (musical theater) - only parts of the story in rhyming verses

3. Lakhoon nook (theater performed by men) - royal composition of parts of story

Different Lao (and Isaan) versions in traditional (non-rhyming) Lao verses; most 
important 16th century poem by Pang Kham; more extensive than Mon and Thai 
versions; considered one of three master pieces of Lao literature

Different Mon versions of Sangada, at least two in print

Presumably editions of palm leaf manuscripts (yet to be located)

Composed in rhyming verses (traditional Mon style)



  

Sangada

I will tell a story that happened in the 
land of the Mon, in the country of the 
Haṁsa Swan. The story has been 
told before, composed by other 
people long time ago.

Because many years have since 
passed, the verses have become 
corrupted, the memory of the story 
vague. The words have become 
confused, the rhymes broken. 
Therefore I want to compose it 
again, to restore the old poem.

I shall write down the story in new 
verses. My heart is set on the task, 
my attention shall not quiver and 
drift.

Sangsinchay

I will compose a poem, a Mon tale of the 
old days, an old story, that has become 
worn and defect over the years.

The books were lost in the turmoil after 
the loss of the big city. The verses, 
though, I remember well. I will put them 
together again, to make the story known. 

I will adorn the verses, just enough to 
make the story flow.

If you read the poem and don’t like it, 
please, knowledgeable reader, help to 
make the verses smooth, don’t accuse 
me. The verses are not perfect, not as 
good as they could be. This is because I 
have never before composed a poem, so 
be lenient and forgive my weakness.



  

Introduction typical Mon style:

The story has been written before, but the verses have become corrupted, so the 
author rewrites them and makes them complete again.

Not usually found in Thai literature, where the text starts with a bot way khruu  before 
telling the plot. 

This suggests that the Thai kloon suat of Sangsinchay is indeed composed in Mon style, 
but using Thai verses (mostly surangkhanaang, but also chabang, yaani and others), 
which are similar to Mon, but with different rhyme patterns. The Mon text seems to be 
composed in a single verse style.

No similar introduction is found in the Lao (Isaan) version, which is composed in 
traditional non-rhyming Lao verses.



  

Description of the capital city

Sangada

There was a town, a big land, 
prosperous and good. Velukaccā  was 
its name. Woodcarvings adorned the 
houses, and windows of melted gold. 
The palace was decorated with 
gemstones, a truly noble place. A crystal 
cave was there, shining like the sun. The 
palace in the park was made of gold, 
surrounded by white elephants, pure like 
jasmine petals. The buildings were all 
arranged in perfect order. Light-footed 
horses trotted daringly and straight. 
Soldiers carrying lances and swords 
stood lined up on every side of the city 
wall. Many tongues were spoken, all 
languages were heard, the place was 
filled with Chinese and Haw, Siamese, 
Mon, and Burmese, Indian, Chin, and 
Parsi. Wells and ponds were abundant in 
all quarters of the city.

Sangsinchay

There was a city, Pañcāl it was called, it had 
existed as long as memory went back, 
propsperous and big. King Kuśarāj reigned 
there, and the people were happy and content. 
Layfolks and monks, priests all over the land 
lived in happiness. Rich Ferenghis, Indians and 
Khom, Burmese and Mon, Yuan Lao and Lawa, 
people from Lanka were to be seen all over the 
city. Business and religious practices, magic 
powers and Yogis were abundant, many people 
came visiting, making the city a cheerful place. 
palaces and gold treasuries more than 
anywhere else, and strong soldiers on 
elephants and horses and bulls. Trade was 
good, with ships and wagons relentlessly 
moving in and out. The kings palace was 
beautiful beyond comparison, of heavenly 
rather than earthly splendor. The houses and 
shops were arranged in perfect lines, as were 
markets and bazaars. The roads were made of 
hard bricks, covered with clean white plaster. A 
drum tower was in the center of the city.



  

The plot of Sangsinchay - Sangada: 
Comparison of Thai, Lao, and Mon versions



  

What can be said about the history of the story?

The Mon and Thai texts clearly state that Sangada/Sangsinchay is an old Mon legend.

The Thai kloon suat indicates that the text is written by someone who “remembers” the 
story after the books had been lost during the destruction of Hamsavati (Pegu) in 1757. 
This suggests that the author of the Thai text was a Mon refugee in the 18th century. He 
had good knowledge of Thai literature, though, so maybe he was rather a Mon resident 
of Thailand.

No connection with a Mon origin is made in later compositions and editions of the story in 
Thailand.

The theater plays are believed to be “based on a traditional popular folktale widespread 
in central and northeastern Thailand” (Naamanukrom Wannakhadi Thai, 2005).

Lao version more independent in style and content, but in some respects the Thai text is 
closer to the Lao than to the Mon version.

Lao versions dating to at least the 16th century (Pang Kham), no dates available for Mon 
and Thai versions.

Origin: Local legend popular in different places? 



  

Khun Chang Khun Phaen - the fight for the lady Wan Thong

Khun Chang Khun Phaen is one of the most popular and well known Thai stories, 
composed in sephaa verses.

Not the work of one single author, but told and retold over many centuries with numerous 
changes and additions.

Plot set in central Thailand, including traditional Mon areas (Kanchanaburi).

Extended version as found in many manuscripts and in print (and translated into English) 
probably going back to a lost proto-version, the story of the triangle love affair between 
Khun Chang, Khun Phaen and Wan Thong (Baker and Phongpaichit 2010).

The “historical” details in the story probably mostly legends rather than history.



  

The Mon version: Kon Phen Kon Chèng

Different versions:

Palm leaf manuscripts (one at the EFEO, Paris) in Thailand (and Burma?)

EFEO manuscript incomplete (39 leaves); writing style mixed Burmese Mon and Thai-Mon

khun phen khun chèng

doeng supan kòh

‘the town of Suphanburi’



  

Text in print by Candimācāra, Flower Garden Monastery, Moulmein

Chapters of the Mon version

1. Description of Nang Wan Thong

2. Kon Phen and Nag Wan Thong make a 

vow of faith at the two banyan trees

3. Kon Phen is disheartened and shouts out

4. Kon Phen goes to practice different skills

5. Kon Phen steals Nang Wan Thong from 

Kon Chèng’s house

6. Kon Phen sees Nang Wan Thong with Kon 

Chèng

7. Nang Wan Thonġ cries with/over Kon 

Chèng

8. Kon phen takes out Nang Wan Thong

9. Kon Chèng wakes up and looks for Nang 

Wan Thong

10. Second version of Kon Chèng looking for 

Kon Phen and Nang Wan Thong

11. The king of Chòng Hmay [Chiangmai] 

punishes Kon Phen and Kon Chèng



  

The Mon texts compared

No mention of Suphanburi in Candimācāra’s text, but in EFEO manuscript

Names of protagonists: Kon Phen & Kon Chèng vs. Khun Phen & Khun Chèng

EFEO manuscript yet to be fully transcribed and translated, but seems to be closer to 
Thai

Candimācāra (title):

“An old Mon tale, Kon Phen Kon Chèng, collected from sources in Ayudhya 
(Thailand) and composed in new verses”

No details given on the sources in Thailand - Manuscripts? Mon or Thai?



  

Opening verses

EFEO manuscript:

Homage to the Triple Gem. Invocation 
of the Triple Gem and the Devas.

“May my wisdom and knowledge 
increase and be firm. I ask to tell a 
story, I will compose a tale handed 
down in the three Mon regions. It has 
its origin in the land of the Thai, in the 
famous town of Suphan.”

Candimācāra:

Homage to the Triple Gem. No invocation.

“There was a young man, he lives on in 
history. Kon Phen, a master’s disciple, he was 
famous, well versed in skills. His fame was 
great in Ayudhyā, he was celebrated for his 
bravery. His knowledge were profound, to the 
amazement of women, he received a name 
which lives on in history, Kon Phen he was 
called.”

Mon style opening, but 
language with some Thai 
features

Thai style opening, language shows little 
Thai influence apart from names



  

Excerpts from Candimācāra’s version 

It’s just one like Kon Chèng, an elephant with bound tusks; pull out his two tusks! Let a 
Naga king take her away to the bottom of the Ganga, I will bring her back! Let the ogre 
Kumbhan lure her away, I will go and fight him! Let a Garuda take away my love, Nang 
Wan Thong, I dare take up the fight!

If Nang Wan Thong is caught in the mouth of a tiger, I will take a dagger and cut her 
out. Without fear, even he takes her across the sky, I will take my bow and shoot him 
down. I will dive into the earth and fly through the air to the mouths of all four kinds of 
animals, to be near her. If we have to be far from each other, if we have to be 
separated, if I cannot get you, I will not stay on in Ayudhya.

Wat Padut, Wat Can, Wat Dan they call the place, Wat Tok Yatra, and Wat Sena. Also 
to Wat Khok he went, to Wat Deng and Wat Klang. All skills he memorized, he studies 
the stars and signs. He learned how to daze and put to sleep, it was frightening to hear of 
his powers.

In the old days, when they were innocent children, among the two of them, love arose 
and remained in them ever since. He loved her, she loved him, there was only love, firm 
and strong in their hearts. Kon Phen thus made a vow with Nang Wan Thong.

This is the vow Kon Phen made with Nang Wan Thong: “My dear Nang Wan Thong, I 
will go to stay at a monastery, I will go to study and acquire skills. This banyan tree of 
mine, should it wither and die, I will surely die. If the banyan does not die, I will live, will 
I not, my love Wan Thong.”



  

Verse patterns
Thai

Sephaa: X X X X X X A X X A X X X B

X X X X X X B X X X X B X C

X X X X X X D X X X X D X C

X X X X X X C X X X X C X X 

จะกลา่วถงึเรี�องขนุแผนขนุชา้ง ทั �งนวลนางวันทองผอ่งศรี
ศกัราชรอ้ยสี�สบิเจ็ดปี พอ่แมเ่ขาเหลา่นี�คนครั�งนั�น
เป็นขา้ขอบขณัฑสมิา สมเด็จพระพันวษานราสรรค์
จะวา่เนื�องตามเรื�องนยิายพลนั ทา่นผูฟ้ังทั �งนั�นจงเขา้ใจ

càʔ klàːw thɯ̌ŋ rɯ̂əŋ khǔn phɛ̌ːn khǔn cháːŋ tháŋ nuən naːŋ wan thɔːŋ phɔ̀ŋ sǐː
sàkkəràːt rɔ́ːy sìː sìp cèt piː phɔ̂ː mɛ̂ː khǎw làw níː khon khráŋ nán
pen khâː khɔ̀ːp khǎnthəsìʔmaː sǒmdèt phráʔ phan wáʔsǎː nəraːsǎn
càʔ wâː nɯ̂əŋ taːm rɯ̂əŋ níʔyaːy phlan thân phûː faŋ tháŋ nán coŋ khâw-cay.



  

EFEO manuscript

X X X A X A X B

X X X C C X X B

X X X D X D X B

X X X B X X B E

X X X F X F X E

ဂလိုင်ညာန်ကၠာ ပန်ညာတွိ
အာတ်ဟီုလိက်မွဲ အဲဍိက်ဆန်စိ
တိုန်ေစန်ဆက်အာ အရာမန်ပိ
နူတၞံအဒိ ပဍ ဲရးတိထာဲ
ဍုင်သူပါန်ဂှ် ဓယှ်ေလာန်ကာဲ၊

həlàŋ ɲàn kla pɔnɲa təwɒəʔ

ʔat hɒm lòc mùə ʔuə-ɗoc chɔn ciʔ

tɒn cen chɛk ʔa ʔərɛ̀ə mɔ̀n pɒəʔ

nù nɔm ʔətìʔ ɗɔə rɛ̀h tɒəʔ thay

ɗɤŋ saopan kɔ̀h həyɔ̀h lòn kay



  

Candimācāra

X X X A X A X B X B X C

X X X C C X X D X D X E

X X X F X F X G X G X E

X X X E E X X H X H X C

နွံမံင်ဗၠာဲမွဲ တဴပဍ ဲမင်ေဇန် ေကာန်ေဖန်ကွးအစာ
ေလပ်ကွတ်ြပာထာ ပဍ ဲဒျူဒျာဂှ် ဒယှ်ကြမဴ
ဂံင်သကာြပာကဋ် ေလပ်ကွတ်ကၠိုဟ်ခၠင် ပဍ ဲလၚင်ြဗဴ
ဒုင်ေကတ်ယၟုအဴ တဴပဍ ဲမင်ေဇန် ေကာန်ေဖန်ဟီုကၠာ

nùm mɔ̀ŋ plày mùə tao ɗɔə mɛ̀ŋ-cèn kon phen kwah ʔəca

lèp kwɔt pratha ɗɔə cùcɛ̀ə kɔ̀h həyɔ̀h kɔmrao

kɔ̀ŋ səka prakɔt lèp kwɔt klɒh khlɛŋ ɗɔə ləŋɛ̀ŋ prèə

tɤ̀ŋ ket yemùʔ ʔao tao ɗɔə mɛ̀ŋ-cèn kon phen hɒm kla



  

What can be said about the history of Khun Chang Khun Phaen?

Thai classic, partly set in Mon areas (some Mon words also in Thai original)

Probably shared early with Mon people in Thailand as a popular tale

Apparently translated into Mon early, maybe before the story was expanded to its 
modern form 

No information available when the story was first brought to Mon areas in Burma, but 
definitely popular there long before Candimācāra’s edition

The Mon versions show a storyline partly independent from the existing Thai version 

→ they could be translations of a lost earlier Thai source 

Some Thai linguistic features adapted in the Mon texts, but no imitation of verse patterns

→ Not merely copies of a Thai source, but original compositions



  

Conclusions about Thai-Mon literary connections

It is not known whether there was a (substantial) Mon speaking population in Thailand 
during Sukhothai and early Ayudhya periods, but this seems possible.

Not much is known about the (cultural) connections between Thailand and the Mon 
kingdom of Pegu before the Burmese invasion, but a certain degree of exchange is 
suggested by shared literature and other cultural items. 

There are some hints suggesting that Mon speakers in Thailand were active in spreading 
literary texts in both directions. These speakers may in some (or most?) cases have 
been monks (the traditional authors in Mon society).

The authors of the translations must have been fluent and well versed in both languages, 
including the literary style. this suggests intimate contacts and exchanges over a long 
time in little centralized states.


